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1. INTRODUCTION 
Let H be a Hilbert space with norm 1: * 11 and A a self-adjoint (possibly 
unbounded) operator on H. Consider the Cauchy problems 
x(k)(t) + ht+dk-l’(t) + *-* + hlx’yt) + Ax(t) = 0, 
~‘~‘(0) = xi E D, i = 0, l,..., K - 1 Cl*11 
edk-yt) + x(k)(t) + hk#+yt) + **a + hl”‘yt) + Ax(t) = 0, 
x’“‘(O) = xi E D, i = 0, 1 ,..., K + p - 1, (1.2) 
where K > 1 and p > 1, t > 0, A, ,..., A,-, are tied real numbers, E > 0 is a 
(small) parameter, and D is the (dense) domain of the operator exp AZ. 
We will show that these problems have unique solutions, to be denoted 
by x(t) and x,(t), respectively. Then we will show that for each t > 0, 
hiI+ 1) x:‘(t) - x’“‘(t) 11 = 0 
for all 4 when p = 1 and for 4 = 0, l,..., k - 1 when p = 2. For p 3 3, we 
will show in a special case that x,(t), in general, will not converge to x(t). 
Work on this problem was initiated by J. Kisyriski [I], who considered 
the case K = 1, p = 1, A a positive self-adjoint operator, and showed con- 
vergence of xc(t) to x(t) under less restrictive conditions on the class of 
initial data. Later the result was extended by J. Smoller [2], [3], who showed 
that for k = 1 and p = 1 or 2, .r,(t) converged to x(t), but that, in general, 
higher order perturbations did not converge. Singular perturbations have 
been extensively studied for initial value problems and boundary value pro- 
blems for linear ordinary differential equations with variable coefficients. 
See, for example, W. Wasow [4]. 
* The contents of this paper form a part of the author’s dissertation submitted 
as a partial requirement for the Ph. D degree at the University of Michigan under 
the direction of Professor Joel A. Smaller. Research was partially supported by 
National Science Foundation Grant GP-7445. 
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We begin by studying the Cauchy problem for the ordinary differential 
equations corresponding to (I .I) and (1.2) when A is replaced by a real 
number A: 
x(k)(t) f hk-lx”+l’(t) -1 **a + A1x’I’(t) + Ax(t) = 0, 
X(~)(O) = x:, E R, :- real line, i 7: 0, I,..., k - 1 (2.1) 
,x(kLyt) -, xyt) --f A& ,.x--‘)(t) + *** -t h&‘)(t) + Ax(t) = 0, 
x(*)(O) = x, c R, , i =- 0, I,..., k +p - 1 (2.2) 
Denote byf(A, a) andf(c, A, z) the respective associated polynomials of these 
differential equations. Since <f(A, 2)/C& n does not depend on A, there are at 
most a finite number of values of h for which f(h, a) has multiple roots; 
denote them by p1 , i = I, 2 ,..., s ‘: K. Denote the roots of f(h, a) by a, , 
j = o,..., lz --- 1 and the roots of f(~, A, z) by a3 , i = 0 ,..., k + p - 1. 
LEMMA 2.1. For every jixed A, as E -+ O-‘, k roots off (E, A, z) converge 
to the roots of j(A, a). II , j 1’ sa i E is chosen su$iciently small (depending on A), 
there will be one root in each of the discs 
where w is a pth root of - 1. 
PROOF. The first statement can be proved using RouchC’s theorem 
[5, p. 21. The proof of inequality (2.3) is similar to a corresponding estimate 
in [3, Lemma 4.21. 
When h f pi , i = I, 2 ,..., s, for E sufficiently small, the a3 arc distinct. 
When A = p1 for some i, k of the roots 01~ converge to the corresponding 
roots a3 in the multiplicity of the root a, . Furthermore, using the discriminant 
b-, P. 251 offs, E-L~ ,=h we can easily show that if pr f 0, then for E suffi- 
ciently small, these roots are distinct. For h ~7 O,f(h, z) will have a (possibly 
multiple) root at the origin, and f(e, A, ) z will have a root at the origin of 
exactly the same multiplicity for all E > 0. We may assume in all cases that 
lim ~4) = aj, r-o+ j = 0, l)..., K - 1. (2.4) 
When p = 1, (2.3) shows that the “extra root” CQ. tends to ,x along the 
negative real axis; when p = 2, the “extra” roots 0~~ and akfl are conjugates 
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of one another and tend to 00 along the imaginary axis; when p 2 3, there 
are roots among 0~~ ,..., CY~+~-~ with positive real parts tending to X. 
LEMMA 2.2. The set of multiple zeros off (E, A, x) is nowhere dense in the 
halfplaneE>O, -w<<h<+co. 
PROOF. The discriminant off(c, h, a), a nontrivial polynomial for E > 0, 
h f 0, cannot be zero on an open connected set in the half plane. 
We introduce some additional notation [7, p. 1351: 
bo 9 011 3 azy = 010 + q + %J 
bo 3 a19 aJ2 = Lyo2 + al2 + a22 + %pl + %p:! -I- %a2 
(sum of products two at a time in an ordered fashion), etc. We can then 
easily obtain the result 
(%I ,*a*, %+2, %Y - ho ,***, a& = (q - a& (x0 ,...) ap. (2.5) 
It is easy to show that 
the number of terms in (a,, ,..,, o+)” is 
,t + r 
( 1 r * (2.6) 
We need global estimates on the roots 01~ of the poIynomiaIf’(c, A, a). For 
p = 1, we have the following lemma. 
LEnnvr.4 2.3. Define 
and 
A* = max(! h , , I Xi I ,..., 1 h,-, I), 
A = [l + f$J2] (1 J- h”). 
Then K of the roots off (E, A, z), say 01~ ,..., akel , satisfy / ai 1 < A, and the 
other root CQ satisfies 1 elk - (- l/c) j :g k/l. Th ese estimates are valid for all 
E>O,-al<Ah<ca 
PROOF. An application of a known theorem [5, Theorem 33,2] shows that 
the polynomialf(6, h, z) has k zeros in i x 1 f I/[1 - (A*/( 1 $ A*))““], and this 
gives the first inequality. From 
we get I/E is - (01~ + *** + I+), so that 
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For p -= 2, we have a corresponding lemma whose proof is essentially the 
same as that of Lemma 2.3. 
LEMMA 2.4. Define A* = 1 + A*, then k roots off (0, A, z), say LY,, .,., 01~~~ 
satisfy / ci:, 1 G. A*. Also, ) He mkT3 ) < kA*, j = = 0, I. These estimates are 
valid for all E > 0, - CO r: h < + CO. 
3. THE PROBLEM IN THE CASE H = RI 
THEOREM 3.1. For eachJixed A, denote by x(t) and x,(t) the unique solutions 
to (2.1) and (2.2), respectively. Then for each t > 0, we have 
ET+ ) X,‘“‘(t) - s(“)(t) j = 0, P = 1, q == 0, I,... . (3.1) 
!‘ir~ ; x,‘“‘(t) - .d”)(t) i = 0, p = 2, q = 0, I,..., k - 1. (3.2) 
PRO(:F. Compute the qth derivative of the solution of (2.2) and pass to 
the limit, verifying that the result is the qth derivative of the solution of (2.1). 
By Lemma 2.1, for each fixed h # 0, pLi , i = I,..., s, and E sufficiently small, 
we have that 
Ic+l+-l 
x,‘“‘(t) = C C,(C) aj*eajt, 
j=O 
(3.3) 
where c,(e) = VJV, V is the Vandermonde determinant of the aj , 
j = 0, I,..., k + p - 1, and V, is V with its (j + 1)th column replaced by 
the column of initial data, x0 ,..., S~k.,p-l . Choosing q as in the theorem for 
p :: 1 or p = 2, in view of (2.3) and (2.4), we see that (3.1) and (3.2) hold. 
For h =: pE f 0 and 6 sufficiently small, we may again construct the solution 
to (2.2) as (3.3). H owever, since certain of the terms in 
J’ = l-j (ai - aj) 
O<j<iSk+P-l 
tend to zero, it is advantageous to write (3.3) as 
k+n-l ( ) x,‘“‘(t) = 1 s,Q (6, A, t) x3 , 
PO 
(3.4) 
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and F, is V with a 1 in the (j + 1)th row and (s + 1)th column and zeros 
everywhere else in this row and coiumn. 
For p = 1, we rewrite 
(3.5) 
where G,,, is V with its (j + I)th row replaced by 
n+Q 
a0 
n+Q 
a1 
. . . 
a;-‘; 
and Ge is V with its (j + 1)th row replaced by 
0, 
Now by taking the difference, from left to right, of those columns of G,,, 
and GE which correspond to the terms in V tending to 0, and applying (2.5) 
at each step, we may cancel the terms in V tending to zero. Then taking the 
limit, as E -+ 0, of the remaining expression and noting that by (2.3) the 
second term vanishes for all 4, we get 
lim s !“‘(c X t) = s!~)(X t) e-to+ 3 ’ ’ 19, 
where 
is precisely the qth derivative of the solution of (2.1) for the multiple roots a, . 
In the case h = 0, sincef(h, z) andf(e, A, z) both have a zero at z = 0 of the 
same multiplicity, x(t) and x,(t) will have a term which is a polynomial in t. 
Thus the proof of (3.1) remains essentially the same, and we shall omit it. 
This proves the theorem for p = 1. The proof is similar when p = 2, and 
we shall omit it. Thus Theorem 3.1 is proved. 
We note that the differential equation r~(~)(t) + x(l)(t) = 0 with x(0) = 0, 
x’(0) = 1, x”(0) = 0 has the solution 
which shows that (3.2) cannot, in general, be extended to derivatives of order 
higher than K - 1. 
The proof of the next theorem‘ follows that of Smoller [3]. 
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THEOREM 3.2. There is no dense subset of RICtl, from which initial data 
may be chosen so that, for a fixed nonxero A, the solution of the Cauchy 
problem 
&+)(t) + xyt> + Ax(t) = 0, p 2 3, 
x”)(O) = xi E RI , i = 0, I,..., h +p - 1 (3.7) 
converges, as l 3 0, to the solution of the unperturbed Cauchy problem 
.(k)(t) + Ax(t) = 0, 
~‘~‘(0) = xi E R, , i = 0, l,..., K - 1. (3.8) 
PROOF. By Lemma 2.1, for E sufficiently small, we have the solution 
of (3.7) as 
xc(t) = + rkf VJeaJt + ‘il Vk+Je”ktjt] 
3-O j=O 
where the roots z3 ,i := 0, I,..., h - 1 converge to the roots off(h, a) of (3.8), 
and the remaining roots akf3 -- af;.(.j L- ib,:, , i = 0, I ,..., p -. 1 satisfy (2.3). 
The inequality (2.3) shows thatf (e, h, z) will have no real root tending to 1. CO 
as E -• 0. Therefore, we may suppose that cy,; and (Ye,., are conjugates of one 
another and have real part greater than I and strictly greater than the real 
part of any other (Y. Thus for E sufficiently small, there are positive constants 
kj such that 
ak+i - ax: < - h,a, , j 3 2. (3.9) 
Also, we may assume that the roots Q+~ , J’ = 0, l,..., Y, 1 < r < p - 1, 
have real parts which tend to -/- co as E -+ 0. Among the other up+3 , 
j = r + I,...,p - 1, as E - 0, there may be some whose real parts remain 
bounded, and others whose real parts tend to - co. Thus there is a complex 
number c such that 
It remains to consider 
S(E) = $ i Vk+jeDLk+jt. 
3-O 
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For fixed t > 0, wc may choose a sequence (en} tending to zero, such that 
cos b,t +-- i sin b,.t = I on this sequence, and therefore 
1 S(c) 1 = & j Vk -t- v,+, T i vk+3e(Qlt,-ak)teibX+3~ j 
j-2 
Note that if p = 3,4, 5, or 6, then Y = 1, and if p > 6, then 2 < Y < p - 1. 
Thus in the above expression for S(r), the second term may vanish. We 
proceed on the assumption that p > 6; otherwise the proof is slightly easier. 
The real polynomials 1 V 2, 1 V, + V,,, 12, 1 Vk+j 12,j = 2,..., r are defined 
on a semi-algebraic set and therefore the following result due to Smoller [3] 
applies: For E sufficiently small, there exist constants C,,, > 0, and real 
numbers pli,i , j = 2,..., Y such that 
I v,+j I B C,+&+~, j = 2,..., r. 
For E sufficiently small, there exist constants C,, , C, > 0, and real numbers 
p0 , & such that 
c& < 1 v ( < co@. 
NOW suppose there is an Ed such that I Vk + Irk +l I f 0 for 0 < E < Q . 
Then for E sufficiently small satisfying 0 < E < E,, , there is a constant 
Cs > 0 and a real number & such that 
c-242 9 I Vk + Vk,l I * 
Thus, using (3.9) and the preceding inequalities, we compute 
- & i 1 vk.+i ( e(‘+~-)~ > - $ (y _ 2) e-k*aktu;-6~, 
3-Z 1 
where A* = min(K, ,..., k,), C = max(C,+, ,..., C,,,) and /I = max(/31,+2 ,..., 
,$L,.). Also, 
By choosing n sufficiently large, we can make E, so small that 
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Using these inequalities in (3.10) gives 
on the sequence cn for n sufficiently large. If we now let II -+ co, we see that 
S(E) has no limit. 
To show nonconvergence, we made the assumption that ) Vk + V,,, 1 f: 0 
on the interval (0, co). Suppose that this does not hold for some E* E (0, l o), 
and suppose also that initial data is chosen from a dense set in R,,, . Then 
we conclude that +(t) has a solution basis consisting of only k + p - 1 
functions, which is impossible. The proof is thus complete. 
4. EXISTENCE AND UNIQIJENES FOR THE ABSTRACT CAUCHY PROBLEM 
We will find the unique solution to (1.1) and the unique solution to (1.2) 
for the casep = 1. The method extends easily to the casep = 2. Rewrite (2.2) 
as a system of first order differential equations dX(t)/& = BX(t), where X(t) 
is the column vector with entries x(t) = x0(t), x1(t),..., zck(t), and 
The solution to this matrix equation is X(t) = [exp tB] X0 = [szJ X0 , 
where X0 = X(0) and szi = SJE, A, t), i, j = 0, l,..., k. Reading off the first 
row, we get the solution to (2.2) as 
where s~?(E, A, t) E Q(E, A, 1) of (3.4). 
For Q = column vector whose entries are all zero except the (j f 1)th 
which is 1, we compute 
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so that 
1 Sij(E, A, t) I2 < C?2tg(f)eZtlAI’E, (4.2) 
where g(c) depends only on c. 
Denoting by {EA} the spectral resolution of the identity for the operator A, 
we find that the operator 
Sij(f, t) = J”= Sij(E, A, t) dEA , 
-co 
i,j = 0,ss.y k 
is well defined for each fixed 6 > 0 and all t > 0 on the dense domain D 
of the operator exp AZ. Indeed, for x E D, using (4.2), we obtain 
II Sir(~, t) x It2 = lrn I sij(~, A tJ2 d II 4x II2 
--m 
< e2te(o 
I 
g e2tlAl’E d 11 E,,x II2 
-co 
LEMMA 4.1. FOY xi ED, 
x,(t) = 5 Sod% 1)% 
i-0 
is the unique solution of (1.2). 
PROOF. It is a straightforward verification that ASij is well defined on D. 
Also, from d[s,]/dt = B[s,], we may show, by using estimates imilar to (4.2) 
and the Lebesgue dominated convergence theorem, that for x ED, 
f Sij(E, t) X = Srn 
-cc 
2 Sij(E, A, t) dE,x. 
From this it follows that x,(t) is a solution of (1.2). Uniqueness follows as 
in [2]. 
Next, rewriting (2.1) as a system of differentia1 equations, we may show, 
as in Lemma 4.1, that the following lemma holds. Here s&, t) E sj(X, t) 
of (3.6). 
LEMMA 4.2. For x, E D, 
k-l 
x(f> = C S0i(f> xj 
3=0 
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is the unique solution of (1.1), zhere 
S’,,(t) - [’ s,(A, t) dl:‘,, . 
.I .-z 
5. TIIE ABSTRACT CAUCHY PROBLEM 
THEOREM 5.1. For the unique solutions x(t) and x,(t) of the Cauchy pro- 
blems (1.1) and (1.2), respectively, we have, for each jixed t > 0, 
lim il X$)(1) - X(*)(t) 1: = 0, p = 1, q = 0,J )... e-so+ (5.1) 
lim 11 x,‘“‘(t) -- I ,I = 0, p --= 2, (1’.0,l ,..., k - 1. (5.2) c -*Of 
PROOF. We will prove (5.1); the proof of (5.2) is similar. By Lemmas 4.1 
and 4.2, it will be enough to show that 
lim 
f 
CC / 
r-10+ --I) 
s,$)(E, A, t) - $‘(A, t) I2 d I( E,x /I2 = 0, (5.3) 
for 3: E D, j = 0, l,..., k, and any fixed q >, 0. For this, we need 
LEMMA~.~. Forallc>O, -oo<<h+@,j=-O,l,..., k,anddq, 
there exist constants Kl and K, independent of E and h such that 
1 $)(A, t) j2 < KleAa (5-4) 
, SI;::)(c, A, t) ,2 <. K2eAZ. (5.5) 
Assuming, for the moment, that this lemma is proved, we can complete 
the proof of (5.1) as follows. By the lemma, we have the estimate 
! S$)(E, A, t) - $)(A, t) I2 < 2(( $)(E, A, t) I2 -t ( &A, t) I’) 
where C is independent of E and /\. Since the integrand of (5.3) is uniformly 
bounded by an integrable function of h independently of E and converges 
pointwise to zero by Theorem 3.1, the Lebesgue dominated convergence 
theorem immediately implies (5.3). 
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It remains to prove Lemma 5.1. The proof of (5.4) follows by making 
estimates on the qth derivative of the matrix solution of the system of dif- 
ferential equations corresponding to (2. I). This type of estimate, however, is 
not sharp enough to give (5.5) (see (4.2)). To prove (5.5), we note that by 
Lemma 2.2, except for a nowhere dense set of points (E, A), E > 0, 
- 03 < h < + 00, we have by (3.4) that 
s$)(e, A, t) = + i Fpsqea~t. (5.6) 
a=0 
By virtue of the continuous dependence of the solution of a differential 
equation on the coefficients of that equation, $‘(E, A, t) is a continuous 
function of E and X for all E > 0, - CO < h -; (. co; therefore, if we are 
able to bound s$)(c, A, t) in the case of distinct roots, we will, by continuity, 
have uniform bounds on s~)(E, A, t) for all E > 0, - co < h < + co. 
In view of Lemma 2.3, it is natural to make the estimates in two cases: 
CASE I. ; a/c I < k/d + 1 
CASE II. 1 cyxJ > k/l + 1. 
In Case I, we rewrite (5.6) as 
where I’, is V with its (j + 1)th row replaced by 
n+pl 
a0 
For certain values of E and A, the roots 0~” ,..., o(~ may be close together, and 
thus, we want to show that V, = Vp,(z, ,..., all), where p,(ao ,..., 01~) is a 
polynomial in txo ,..., (y/c . This may be accomplished, as in Section 3, by 
taking the difference of all the columns of Vfl from left to right and applying 
(2.5) at each stage. Since (cue ,..., a,)” = 0 for t < 0, we get 
D, = 
1 0 
CL0 *\ O 
\ 
a;-’ (%) (#” . ..\I 
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D, = 
(010 I-*-, q D,=: . 
!, .*. 0 
‘0 ----. : 
(a0 ,..., ajy-3 (% ,..., aj+l)~-(~‘-l) *a* ’ 1 
D, is lower triangular with l’s down the diagonal. To estimatep,, it therefore 
suffices to estimate D, . By using Hadamard’s inequality and (2.6), we 
compute 
where 8 = kcl + 1. Thus, 
x p,-,e*‘“-“, 
where PI ,..., /I,+, depend only on k and j, and the binomial coefficients are 
zero if n + q < j + s, s = 0, I,..., k -j. Hence, 
1 p, 12 < pn+u@+Q]* C,~Z(l+...+(k-j)), 
where Co = j3r x *** x )Bk-j depends only on k and j. 
For the remainder of the proof of this lemma, C, , i = 1,2,..., 12 will 
denote constants which do not depend on E and A. We have 
1 v, 1 = 1 v 1 clet(~-~)(k-itl) 2yp+o. 
Thus, 
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and thus 
( S$(E, A, t) 1 < C2e(*t+1)e. (5.7) 
In Case II, by Lemma 2.3, cu, is real and negative. Then using (3.9, we 
estimate 
We have 
Since 
we get that 
1 ffk I ‘! *.pt < -. 
t* 
(5.9) 
In G,,, , taking the difference of columns from left to right for all except the 
last column, and applying (2.5) at each step, we get G,,, = pkt,(% ,..., q), 
where 
vk = n (% - ‘%>, 
O$fci<k-1 
and the polynomial r,, is 
0 0 
'\ O 
0 
(ao , al>j-" . . .'I . . . 0 
bo , %)n+a-l .I (% WV-Q-l) ,-*-, uk--l) 
(ao, al)j **a ' 0 
' : 
'1 
(%, %jkei “- (% ,..., OLk-l)’ 
1 
cz, 
. 
. 
i-l 
OLk 
0 
a?++1 h 
. 
‘k 
ak 
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To estimate this determinant, we first majorize each term, getting 
This determinant has (K + l)! terms, each term of which will have coefficient 
bounded by 
where Ca and C, do not depend on n. The largest power of 0 appearing is 
n + c, , where C, does not depend on n, and the largest power of (Ye appearing 
is k. Therefore, 
and thus 
(5.10) 
We next show that e, = P&a0 ,..., q.-,). Indeed, we may expand GE by 
minors of the (j + l)th row to get 
Then, subtracting all the columns from left to right, and applying (2.5) 
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at each stage gives the factorization. Since the polynomial Y dots not depend 
on q , we estimate 
I Yb” ,*-a, akJ I < C,eS. (5.11) 
Therefore applying (5.9), (5.10), and (5.1 I) to (5.8), we estimate 
! S((I)(E h t> 1 < _ l 07 3 2 ’ I-1 
I-I 
[ 
1 O1k - ‘% 1 
CJ+ 1 al2 Ik f $2”8” t C,$ e”] 
n=o . 
i=O 
< k-1 I 01’ lk 
We have that 
k 
k-l ~ (a:- ol,) =Ph 9.-** %A 
where p is a polynomial which depends on K, so that 
/ (Ye jk 
k-l < C,ee. 
l-I 
( ayy - cq ! 
i=O 
This gives 
1 s$‘(P)(E, A, t) ! < C2e2(t+‘)o. 
Combining this estimate with (5.7), we find that for all E > 0, 
- m<h<+co, 
. A~)(E, A, t) i < C~loez(“l)o. 
NOW smce H --- k/l ( I, a’nd : 
k-1 
.'1 '.; 2 -- 2 ~ I hi -' 2 h ) 
L-U 
6' :.‘.. Cl, :- 2k 1 h . This gives 
! .$‘(c, A, t) : . . C,2e4(f’ l)“.“, 
so that 
This completes the proof of Lemma 5. I. 
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6. CONCLUDING REKIRKS 
Consider the sequence { fn(h)}F of real-valued continuous functions defined 
for all - co < h i: +- co, uniformly bounded, and summable with respect 
to the Lebesgue-Stieltjes measure d /: E,,x l,2 for all x E 11, and converging 
pointwise to zero for all A. We may then consider the sequence of operators 
[f,(A)); and the Cauchy problem (1.2) with A replaced by A +f,‘(A). 
Denoting the solution of this problem by x,,,(t), a straightforward modifica- 
tion of our proof yields that, for t > 0, 
for all 4 when p = 1, and for 4 = 0, I,..., K - 1 when p = 2. We would like 
to extend this result to a wider class of operators. 
Note added in proof. [A. Friedman has written a paper on a similar problem, which 
is in the process of being published.] 
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